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INTRODUCTION
PRIVACY ACT NOTICE
Purpose: The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Act of 2018 (the Act) created the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) within the Department of Homeland Security. The Act, Section 2202 (e) (c), directs CISA to “integrate relevant information, analysis, and vulnerability assessments, regardless of whether the information, analysis, or assessments are provided or produced by the Department, in order to make recommendations, including prioritization, for protective and support measures by the Department, other Federal Government agencies, State, local, tribal, and territorial government agencies and authorities, the private sector, and other entities regarding terrorist and other threats to homeland security.” With the advent of the global COVID-19 pandemic, the agency has extended our operating environment to include threats to critical infrastructure posed by this biologic threat. Digital contact tracing tools (DCTT) provide both a means to deal and track the spread of the virus, but can at the same time, pose real cybersecurity threats to critical infrastructure. 
In response to the enduring nature of the pandemic, state, local, tribal and territorial (SLTT) governments and owners and operators of critical infrastructure, have been developing, promoting, and using various forms digital contact tracing tools as a key part of their virus response. Many SLTT governments have already employed or are considering employing a digital contact tracing tool. CISA needs additional back-end development information, which can only be done through a survey, on the type of contact tracing tool used in order to provide guidance and best practices for the large and varied digital contact tracing landscape.
The proposed collection represents an important first step in better understanding the vulnerabilities and mitigation options needed to conduct a safe digital contact tracing campaign in order to provide best practices for the public for the most popular types of tools used by stakeholders.
This collection is designed to allow affected parties to voluntarily submit relevant evidence about their contact tracing program.  The information will allow the agency to develop best practices and guidance on how to employ digital contact tracing tools while mitigating security risks. 
Authority: The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Act of 2018 Section 2202 (e) (c), authorizes this collection of information.
Purpose: The information collected in this survey will be used by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) to better understand vulnerabilities and mitigating options needed for digital contact tracing tools used by CISA stakeholders and partners.
Routine Use: The information will be used by and disclosed to CISA personnel and contractors or other agents who need the information to analyze any security risks associated with digital contact tracing tools. The survey does not request the collection of personally identifiable information, however upon completion of the survey, CISA requests that it be returned via e-mail, in which case the submitter’s name and email address will be received and can be used by CISA in the event additional information is needed and/or for follow up pursuant to DHS/ALL-002 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Mailing and Other Lists System November 25, 2008, 73 FR 71659. 
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Disclosure: Furnishing this information is voluntary; however,failure to answer all necessary questions will prevent CISA from fully examining your respective contact tracing program/tool and developing best practices and guidance.
The public reporting burden to complete this information collection is estimated at 40 minutes per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and the completing and reviewing the collected information. The collection of information is voluntary. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number and expiration date.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden to CISA ISD, CISA Agency Stop 0645, DHS, 245 Murray Lane, Washington,D.C. 20528-0645, ATTN: PRA [OMB Control No. 1670-NEW].
For each question, please either select or enter a response in Column D and any additional comments in Column E. Questions 1-3 pertain to SLTT and owner/operator contact tracing programs in general, while questions 5-31 relate to DCTTs. If the SLTT partner or owner/operator does not have or intend to deploy a DCTT, select “N/A” on question 4 and no further input is required.
For the purposes of this document, “contact tracing” is defined as the process of identifying, assessing, and managing people, or “contacts,” who have been exposed to a disease to prevent additional transmission.
For the purposes of this document, "digital contact tracing technology" is defined as specially designed mobile applications, web-based platforms, or other computer applications to collect, store, medically monitor, and transmit individual health data for case management; medically monitor; and proximity tracking.  
INSTRUCTIONS
RFI QUESTIONS
Note: The following questions will be converted into an Excel spreadsheet. Items in parentheses will be response options in a validated column. 
Questions 1 to 3 pertain to contact tracing programs in general, inclusive of digital contract tracing tools. 
1.  Does the state or owner/operator contact tracing program use, or is planning to use, a case management tool?
a.  If separate local contact tracing programs exist, do they use their own case management tool or the state tool?
a.  If separate local contact tracing programs exist, do they use their own case management tool or the state tool?
2.  Does the state or owner/operator contact tracing program use, or is planning to use, a medical monitoring tool? 
a.  If separate local contact tracing programs exist, do they use their own case management tool or the state tool?
3.  Does the state or owner/operator contact tracing program use, or is planning to use, a proximity tracking tool?
4.  What is the operational status of the DCTT tool(s)? If the SLTT partner or owner/operator does not intend to deploy a DCTT, select “N/A” and no further input is required. 
Questions 4 to 13 relate to the overall status of the DCTT.
The remainder of the questions pertain to SLTT, or owners/operators, that have employed, or are planning to employ, DCTT. If the stakeholder does not have or intend to deploy a DCTT, select “N/A” on question 4 and no further input is required. 
6.  Is the state or owner/operator developing an independent technology,employing a pre-existing commercial solution, or a combination of both for its DCTT requirements? Independent technology development includes development entirely by the state government, joint development with academic institutions, and contracting of commercial firms to develop a new solution other than those that already exist on the commercial marketplace. 
a.  If the state or owner/operator is using or partnering with a commercial technology provider, select which one: 
7.  Does the DCTT use proximity tracking, Bluetooth, or other means to conduct contact tracing? If other, please explain.
8.  Is the DCTT interoperable with other states or owner/operator DCTTs? 
9.  Is the DCTT connected to other contact tracing systems within the state or owner/operator’s network (e.g. case management tools)? 
10. If a person tests positive for COVID-19, does the technology provide automatic updates to their known contacts? 
11. Does the DCTT use both open architectures and open standards?
12. Is the DCTT open source? 
Questions 13 to 22 pertain to how user data is stored and handled on the DCTT.
13. Does the technology store user data in a central server (or other similar location) or rely on independent sharing between users? 
14. Does the DCTT encrypt data in transit and at rest? 
15. Does the DCTT obfuscate user data? Obfuscation includes anonymized user data or other non-encryption-based means of concealing personally identifiable information. 
16. Does the DCTT provide individuals the ability to delete their own data or otherwise revoke consent? 
17. Does the DCTT enable patients to report their validated testing status, relevant demographic data, data facilitating the connection with supportive services, and the best means of communication?
18. Does the case management tool support offline data entry and caching?
19. Does the DCTT transparently inform users of which data is collected, how it is used, and how long it will be retained?
Include details as needed.
20. What organization sets the terms and conditions under which users provide data? 
21. Does the case management tool allow authorized data access only for public health authorities, limited to a need-to-know basis? 
Questions 22 to 25 pertain to ensuring the security and integrity of the DCTT.
22. Does the DCTT implement measures to prevent introduction of false data?
23. Does the DCTT allow individuals to update their information if the information is incorrect? For example, a diagnosis is incorrect or the diagnosis changes.
24. Does the DCTT provide publicly available independent security and privacy assessment that address issues of trustworthiness, security, and privacy?
a. If the state or owner/operator does not mandate usage for all citizens/employees, does the state or owner/operator mandate usage for individuals who have tested positive for COVID-19?
26. Does the state or owner/operator mandate the technology’s usage for all citizens/employees? 
Questions 26 to 30 pertain to how the DCTT enables public health outcomes to limit the spread of COVID-19.
27. Does the application provide instructions to users on next steps in the event a user contacts someone who tested positive for COVID-19? 
28. Does the DCTT enable automated notification to community contacts who opt in to being notified, based on history of proximity to patient (i.e., within 6 feet for 30 minutes or more) while also preserving anonymity of patients?
29. Is the data collected by the DCTT made available to public health professionals and to researchers in de-identified form to support population-level epidemiological analysis?
30. Besides the questions already asked on this form, is there anything else CISA should know about the SLTT's or owner/operator contact tracing program? This could include other issues related to data security, user privacy, use of the DCTT, or areas where additional CISA guidance might be useful.
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